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The concentration of Comparative Literature in BU is designed for students with interest in literature embracing work in many languages. A fundamental project of Comparative Literature is to cultivate reading across linguistic boundaries in order to highlight everything focused on a national literature tends to observe. Studying literature
traditionally means picking an academic department that reflects the nation's state on a model basically European. English, French, and German programs each focused on the cannons in their respective national traditions. But literature and readers have both always arranged outside the boundaries of one national language. German
literature is brushed with the influences of English and French and Italian and Greek and Roman literature and so on. And even writers who knew nothing about each other might show similarities and differences; a poem by Stéphane Mallarmé and a poem by Emily Dickinson dropping off to each other to relief begins. Traditionally, too,
African, and Middle Eastern literature (when studying throughout) were long relegated to the Ribbon in Area Studies. European literature is understood as both aesthetically innocent and deliberate in the national engineering, while texts from non-Western have read more from an ethnically, historical, or anthropological perspective than as
acts of literature in their own right. The Field of Comparative Literature also strives, then overcomes this division between the West and the Rest by combining the formal rigulac of European literary science and the arrival of interdisippline in area science. Students in Literature Comparative track their transformations and journeys into
literary styles and texts across time and space. They explore their connection to literature and history, philosophy, politics, and literary theory. And they studied the intersections of literature and other cultural forms such as films, drama, the visual arts, music, and new media. In our increasingly globalized age, translation sciences are also
an important part of the comparative approach to literature. It's surprisingly hard to say that even a single sentence in one language truly is equivalent to its translation into another language; in what sense, then can we really translate the complexity and nuance of novels, poems or players? But we all depend on translation sooner or later.
Literary translations also have their own kind of stories and even politics. Why do some text get translated and others don't, for example? And how has the practice and theory of translation changed over time? At the core of the concentration of comparative literature are courses introducing West, East Asia, Middle East and South Asian
traditions to literary perspectives. These courses introduce students to the world's diversity in literary forms and genres while knowing them with their methods of comparative literature study. After or in tandem The introductory courses, students are satisfied with counselors to put together a program of studies that best suits their interests
and goals. This will include advanced work in at least one foreign language with its literature and a series of intellectual courses of your choice. One of the attractive aspects of The Literature's Comparative Literature is its flexibility. In close consultation with advisers you might decide to focus on anything of the romantic poetry of Romantic,
postcolonial literature, or Greek and Japanese epic. At the same time you'll have the opportunity to take the course listed or cross-listed under the Comparative Literature Rubric (XL) that more honey your skills as a compass, such as Sex and Literature, Literary Translation, Theory Novels, or Literature and Empiria. A concentration of
Comparative Literature is an excellent foundation for more work at the graduate level. It prepares students to work in any field where critical thinking, strong writing skills and foreign writing skills with a sophisticated understanding of cultural differences and diversity are called for. About AUP Academic Program Graduate Program Core
Learning Common Skills Cultural Faculty Program Study Studying AbroadRequiments Pre-Approval Paper Transfer Credit Center Resource Research Centers Learning Laboratory Center admission Student Life News &amp; Admissions; AUP Event Bay Fall 2020 Confinement FAQ Press Room Skip main content after some soul-
searching, you have finally decided at its largest in literature, but then you see two programs that captures your eye—how to choose between the two? by David Querusio • Assistant Director, NYU Admission If you like reading poets, getting lost in booklet use, and wondering that the book is always better than the movie, then pursuing a
great focus on reading and writing might be the way for you. While great in English might be the obvious choice, comparative literature is another good way to explore these passions. But what, exactly, is the difference between the two programs? To pick up the difference between the two, it is important to break each department's mission
statement. You know you want to study the idea but there are two paths you can take at NYU. Find out which psychology program is good fit for you and your goals. You hold admission on Liberal Studies and Global Liberal Studies, but what are they? Izzy, GLS'22, explains the differences from a student perspective. Interested in art to
perform, but don't know if you'd rather be at the important point or write about it? Find out which Tisch bigger is right for you. This honored joint course in Comparative Literature and Culture and English gives you access to a world of literature, allowing you to compare and contract the literary English tradition with an international cannon of
work. It will provide you with the opportunity to combine the study into global philosophy, film and art and the critical study of English literature, develop you as a cultural-aware, creative and adaptable thinking, with impressive communication and presentation skills. Comparative literature and Culture offers you the opportunity to study a
fascinating breadth of materials with a focus on context – places, periods, and styles – to explore how cultural key changes transform how we view, represent, and make sense in our changing world. You can choose from an exceptionally wide range of fascinating options, spaning continents and centuries, from antiquity to the present day,
covering novels, poets, philosophy, cinema and art. You will read, watch, and compare texts from Ancient Greece to Contemporary New York, from Cuba to Korea, from hay crime fiction, and from tragedy to the havana-field. Comparative literature and Culture also allows you to study a variety of original foreign texts written in several
languages, all translated into English. From Beowulf to the Booker Prize, English offers you the opportunity to study the full historical series of literature in English language as well as the latest developments in the field, and even pursue your own creative writing. You can discover the earliest tasks of English money, deepen your
knowledge of Shakespeare, find out what is great about Renaissance Literature, obscure your view of the 18th century, and unlock the Victorians. The course structure allows you to develop a sound understanding of key periods, structures, authors, and ideas as well as choosing to a large set of options. You can study Modernism,
Postmodernism and American literature, explore literary literary criticism, develop your own creative writing, and analyze the latest developments in global literature in English. You'll find original insights into the whole series of English literature from its beginning to its latest developments, from Chaucer and Shakespeare virginia Woolf,
James Joy and Salman Rushdie. Strange studies, non-traditional subjects such as the body of the 18th century or time of modern literature or courses incorporate visual art and movies. They will be taught to you by world-class experts who really want to get to know you. We create a support environment, often by using group tasks so you
can try out new ideas and participate in live discussions. Throughout your study, you will receive personal advice to ensure your course aligns to your strengths, interests and career plans. As part of our closed-cooked international community you will be able to participate with an array of cultural initiatives that take place on the school
yard, and make the most of being in easy reach in London with its many events and its attractions. Our flexible degree program allows you to apply from taking a Year Placement, which can spend studying abroad, working or carrying out volunteer work. You can even do all three if you want (minimum of three months each)! To recognize
this importance Skills development and university experience, your assignment years will be formally recognized on your degree certificate and will contribute to your general results. Please note the requirements may apply if your degree already includes a year integrated out, please contact the Career &amp; Service; Work for more
information. Find out more course structure Year 1 You will take these modules in comparative literature and Culture: You will take the following modules in English: 23 Years you will take these two: There are a number of course modules if you want to be available during your degree science. The following is a selection of course
modules if you want that are likely to be available. Please note that although the college will keep changes to a minimum, new modules may be offered or existing modules may be removed, for example, in response to a change of staff. Applicants will be informed if any significant changes are to be made. Year 1 Year 2 3 Year
assessment and the course evaluation has a modular structure, so students take 12 course rate units of four per year, including both core and unit if you want. You will be taught through a combination of conference and small group seminars, where you will be able to try out new ideas by providing presentations and participating in living
discussions in a supportive environment. Private studies and preparation are essential parts of each course, and you will have access to many online resources and establishments of the University's comprehensive e-learning facility, Moodle. When you start with us, they place you a personal tutor to support you academically and
personally. We use a variety of assessment methods, including long and short essacks, formal examinations at the end of each year, online testing and exercises, presentations, comments and portfolios in creative work. You will take a study course during your first year, designed to equip you with allergy writing skills you will need to be
successful in your degree. This course doesn't count towards your final award but you have to pass it to your second-year progress. Required entry requirements: An English or English literature level with literature in Class B at least five GCSES in class A*-C or 9-4 including English and mathematics. Where an applicant will take the EPQ
along with A- levels, the EPQ will take into consideration and result in the lower A-level grades required. Socio-economic factors that can impact an applicant's education must be taken into consideration and alternative bids can be made to these applicants. Other UK and Ireland Certification Select Or International Credential
Undergraduate BTEC National Extended Diploma BTEC National Diploma Extended Certificate of Extended Welsh Baccalaure Scottish Highers Advanced Highers Scottish Highers Irish Certificate of Access to Higher International Diploma Education &amp; Gt; European Union chosen conditions Welcome Australia Australia Azerbaijan
Bangladeshi Belgium Bosnia and Erzegovin Bulgaria Canada China Cyprus (Southern) (Greek-Cypriot Systems) Cypriot) Cypriotprus (North) Czech Republic Denmark Estonia Estonia Baclaclaure Finnish France Germany Ghana Greece Hong Kong Iceland Indonesia Israeli Italy Japan Kazakhstan Kenya Kosovo Kuwait Latvia Lebanon
Liechtenstein Lithuania Luxembourg Malaysia Malta Mauritius Namibilands Netherlands News Zeland Nige Republic North Mars Norway's Norway Oman Pakistan Poland Portugar Romania Serbi and Montenegro Saudiarabi Slovakia South Africa to South Korea Sweden Switzerland (Federal) Switzerland (German) Switzerland (Italian)
Tanzani Taywan Thailand Turke Uganda Ukraine United Arab Emirates Dubai Vietnam West Indies English language all teachings in Royal Holloway (apart from some language courses) is in English. You will therefore need to be good enough writing and speaking English to deal with your science right from the beginning of your course.
The scores we ask IELTS: 7.0 overall. Write 7.0. No other subscore is lower than 5.5%. Pearson English Test: 69 overall. Write 69. No other subscore is lower than 51. Trinity College London integrates skills into English skills (ISE): ISE IV. Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) requirement class C. Country-specific For more information
on country-specific entry requirements for your country please visit here. For international students who do not meet the direct entry requirements, we offer a Year International Foundation, run by Study Group at the Royal Holloway International Centre. When successful finishes, you can progress on choosing undergraduate degree
programs at Royal Holloway, University of London. Your future career Upon completion of your comparative literature and Culture and English degree in Royal Holloway you will have to prove analytical skills and be an adaptable and critical thought with impressive communication and leadership skills – all of which will appeal to future
employees. Your degree not only gives you knowledge of the sheer relevant to enter the literary, creative, media and art sectors, but also a range of valuable transferable skills, so that allows you to keep your options open, important in today's world of flexible career. You can also choose to continue your studies by means of a denoted
degree. We are committed to helping you improve your work and prepare for the choices ahead. Some of the tailor opportunities you are encouraged to take work placements, specialized training workshops, networking events and our annual festival of culture. Our latest graduates have greatly successfully entered a wide range of careers
including law, journalism, publishing, finance, business, teaching, marketing and media, as well as going on postgraduate studies in a variety of fields. Fees &amp; Awards household payment fees (UK) students pay execution fees *: £9,250 European Union and International Tuition Fees per year ** : £18,800 Other essential expenses**:
No single cost is associated greater than £50 per item on this course. How do I pay for it? Find out more about options for money, including loans, scholarships and bursaries. UK students who have already taken out a fee savings loan for undergraduate studies should check their qualifications for additional funding directly with the
relevant premium body. * The savings fee for UK undergraduates is controlled by government regulation. For students starting a degree in the academic year 2020/21, the fee will be £9,250 for this year. The fee for UK undergraduate starting in 2021/22 has not yet been confirmed. **The government has confirmed that National European
Union starts a degree in 2020/ 21 will pay the same fee as UK students for the duration of their courses. For national European Union to start a degree in 2021/22, the UK Government has recently confirmed that you will not be eligible to pay the same fees as UK students, nor qualify for funding from the Student Loan Company. This
means you will be classified as an international student. At Royal Holloway, we want to support those affected students in this change to the status of this transition. For eligible EU students starting their course with us in September 2021, we will provide an automated fee reduction that brings your fee in line with the fee paid by UK
students. This will apply to the duration of your course. Fees for international students may increase year to year in line with the rate of inflation. The settlement of Royal Holloway is that any increase in fees won't exceed 5% for students to continue. For more information see Fees and Funds and Our Terms and Conditions. The fees
shown above are for 2020/21 and appear for indicative purposes only. These estimates costs relate to studying this degree program in particular at Royal Holloway. Costs, such as accommodation, food, book and other learning materials and printing etc., were not included. Includes.
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